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Going from the banter, it’s difficult to tell that practically every person in the 

Willow Park Christian Camp hall, Eastern Beach, has been through a trial by 

fire, literally. Instead of stories of pain, depression, disfigurement, surgeries 

and survival, the kick-off to the five-day Children’s Burn Camp Awhi being 

held after many years in east Auckland, feels like a happy and secure place 

to be. 

As Michele Henry, co-ordinator of Camp Awhi hosted by the Burn Support 

Group, reassures some anxious parents whose kids are attending the camp 

(for ages 7-17) for the first time – the bubbly teamleaders maintain and 

upbeat mood. Ushering their teams to the beach for a stint of jet-skiing, the 

young team leaders share their stories with the Times, stressing that they 

are full of admiration for the brave, young burn survivors who show off their 

scars without being self-conscious. 

Camp is am amazing experience for young burn survivors throughout NZ. 

This year 33 children attending, 5 days providing workshops, activities and 

wonderful adventures to remember. None of this would be possible 

without the support of the incredible volunteer leaders that give their time 

and patience.

B.S.G would like to thank this year’s team for your tremendous hard work 

and commitment in making Camp AWHI the successful and invaluable 

event it is.

Courtesy of Howick and Pakuranga Times article 2/2/21, Reporter Farida Master.
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Fundraising raffle contributing to Camp Awhi 2022

Application forms available on the website due by 1st October 2021

https://www.burns.org.nz/upcomingcamps.html

Camp Awhi 2021
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BURN SUPPORT CHARITABLE TRUST ENHANCE PATIENT 
CARE WITH DONATION OF VALUABLE EQUIPMENT: 

The Sertain Hilo electric Rehabilitation chair would allow our most 

vulnerable burn patients coming out of ICU to easily transfer from a bed to the chair 

using a patient slide.

The chair reclines completely flat allowing a bed to bed transfer, which reduces pain 

for the patient, protects the integrity of their skin, while providing the safest method 

to reduce injury to staff.  It then adjusts to either a reclined position or a full chair 

position. It is height adjustable allowing a patient to stand from it if they are able 

to.This chair has excellent pressure relief and a patient could comfortably remain in 

it for a good length of time. It is also able to be dismantled to allow full cleaning for 

infection control purposes.

For many of our patients getting out of their room gives them a significant 

psychological boost. They can really see they are making progress and moving on 

to the next stage of rehabilitation.While we do this currently, this rehabilitation chair 

offers them the ability to do this earlier. It is also ideal for our patients getting out of 

bed for the first time who sometimes lack the ability to stand to get back on to the 

bed, reducing patients anxiety and promoting their sense of independence.  
With the support of the Southern Stars
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Richard Younger - Board Member
Having travelled the path of being a burns survivor I understand 

that it is important to offer other survivors [young and old] the 

much-needed support in their journey to a speedy recovery.

My story began in August 2002 when I was involved in an 

incident that left me with full thickness burns to 50% of my 

body, truly a life changing experience. I spent several months in 

Waikato Hospital, countless hours of surgery and skin grafts, 12 

months of prescribed skin lotions, pressure garments, hours of 

physio and a time with “specialists” on mental wellbeing. Aided 

by teams of skilled and caring health care professionals, includ-

ing paramedics, surgical & nursing staff, no end of gratitude 

and thanks can be afforded to these exceptional people in my 

overall recovery.

However, it has been the continued love and support of my 

partner, Desley, our children Liam and Abbie and extended 

family and friends that I have managed to continue on with life 

involving my many business interests [here in Cambridge] in the 

building and retail sectors along with 12 years on School Boards 

of Trustees.

I am extremely grateful and thankful for the time that I continue 

to have despite all that I have been through and the sacrifices 

that others have made for me over the past 18 years.It is for 

this reason I now welcome the opportunity to be elected as a 

Board Member of the Burns Support Charitable Trust to be able 

to work with like-minded and caring people for the betterment 

of others who have suffered “man’s worst injury” and who are 

about to travel the road to their own recovery.

B.S.G WELCOME TWO MEMBERS TO THE BOARD

Sam Barnes - Board Member
I was staying in a motel in Gisborne on a working trip in July 

2017. At 3 o’clock in the morning I heard, “Sam! Sam! Sam!”, 

from my friend who was sleeping in the adjoining room, with the 

three single beds. I opened the door to find the bed beside his 

bed on fire and the room filling with toxic smoke.

Had he not woken up he would be dead today and I may not 

have been too far behind him as who is likely to see the smoke 

at 3 o’clock in the morning?

Soon after this a friend of mine who lives in Hawaii rang me and 

said I had to go to Dallas Texas and check out this company as 

they make the best fire detection in the world and the meeting 

was on my birthday. I felt somebody was telling me something, 

so I went. I immediately decided to join the company and start 

marketing their products in New Zealand.  We started trading in 

January 2018 and decided to donate a small amount from each 

customer who purchased to the  Burns Survivor’s charity. The 

more I learnt about the Burns Survivor’s charity the more I felt I 

needed to contribute and was recently asked to join the board, 

and hope I can do justice to the position.

Burn Support Group would like to thank the ongoing contribution and support with Quarterly Newsletters to Lee 

Gilson from PSL Fire & Safety www.pslfireandsafety.co.nz

Absent Suzanne Lee, Hannah Will


